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1. INTRODUCTION~ 

The aspects which divide Il1Iediterranean countries a.re consider

ably greater in number than those which group them together. 

Whilst there is an abundance of discriminating factors, not solely 

economic, bµt also in particu1ar socio-cu1tural, institutional and 

political ones, which separate these countries, there is, apart 

from the geographical element, a common agricu1turaJ. potentiaJ.. 

Pedoclimatic charact.eristics - fertile soils • and dry summers -

restrict crop production choices in this area to d'l.lnUil wheat, 
~ rice, fruit, vegetables, wine, tobacco and olive oil ·'(Aiello, 1970) 

This productive specialization has greatly affected trade flowe 

Change in consumer pattern, induced by slow economic development, 

has accentuated the trade deficit of these countries as regards 

the imports of European agricu1turaJ. products such as meat, dairy 

products and fodder crops. In their search for a solution to 

this problem, Mediterranean countries, especially the less-developed 

ones, have attempted to increase the export of their agricu1tural 

products to Europe. In the utilization of such a s1Jateg;y, great 

difficulties come to light concerning the low demand elasticity 

of these products with resvect to imports. This resu1ts in the 

reduction of th~ productive potential, often quite-considerable 

in this area. Obviously, these are typical problems of those 

backward countries which try to cope with their own development 

through foreign trade - obstacles which appear in a. deterioration 

of terms of trade with developed countries, in currency difficu1ties, 

and in a gradual fall in competition in the same export sectors. 

0 I wish to express my gratitude to professors.Vinci of the 
University of Naples for his helpful. comments. 

Econometric models have been deve1oped in the Computer Centre 
of the University of Naples with the invaluable help of professor 
Natale Lauro. This research was complted with the col1aboration of 
two of my students: Gfva.nni illeoIJato and Carlo De1 Ninno • . 
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1 •. 1. Reasons for productive specialization in Mediterranean countries 

Agricu1tural sectors of special.ization use the intensive 

farming system; which is often also the most limiting system. 

Usually the preference to other technically feasible crops, such 

as sugar beet and maize, is because of the higher yields and 

greater return. Due to the inefficiency of production structure, 

to the agricu1tural labour surplus, to the lack of infrastructure, 

(irrigation in particu1ar), to the limited use of modern equipment 

etc., labour productivity is still low compared with that of 

European agricu1ture. Consequently, agricu1tural income is very 

low: in some cases it is close to, if not below, the subsistence 

level {Aiello, 1975; C~E, 1978; Thorebecke-Pagou1atos, 1975) 
There are, as mentioned, maey disparities which outnumber the 

similarities, such as this: of agricu1tural potential. By confining 

the analysis to the economic field, they concern labour structure, 

wage levels, job opportunities and labour conditions, availability 

of infrastructure, level of industrialization, not to mention 

land tenure and production systems in agricu1ture itself. 

Generally, the southern countries of the Mediterranean Basin 

are still considered to be backward, even though some of them 

received enormous benefits from the oil exports. Northern 

countries are at a considerably higher level of devel0pment; but 

economic gaps between these countries are often wider than those 

of -African countries fE:EE, 1978; Coda Nunziante, 1976;- Saccoma.ndi, 1975) 
Different economic conditions show their effects on their 

foreign trade structure, particularly in the -agricultural sector, 

therefore an analysis both of the dynamic change. _in_agricultural 

trade in the Mediter~anean area and of the estimated repercussions 

-induced by the main economic policy, supports a division of these 

countries into t~e main groups. 

A first group coul.d include countries with a relatively 

higher developed economic structure as well as a higher welfare 

condition compared to the other Tu!edi terranean nations. The two 

-Mediterranean countries of the E.E.C. (France and. Italy) can be 

included in this group. Rather than a similar agricultural 
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structure, these countries - as far as concerns the Mediterranean 

.. ~eg~ons ( 1) - have similar production patterns, over which the 

Common Agricultural Policy (C.A.P.) has spread its protective wing. 

The other Mediterranean countries could be divided into two 

further groups: the first including Greece, Spain and Portugal, (G.~.P.) 

the second all the remaining countries( 2). The first group is 

comprised of these three countries as a result of the close relation= 

ship with the.E.E.C. and the similar agricultural trade dynamics. 

If we were to classify them according to the level of development, 

they, (perhaps with the exclusion of Spain), would be grouped 

with the other northern countries. 

A1though their farm structure does not differ substantially 

from those countries of the Mediterranean regions which are in the 

E.E.C., productive potential. in these three countries can be 

further exploited. By means of irrigation programmes, agricul.tural 

land area could increase by 30,000 hectacres in Greece and by· 

80,000 hectacres in Spain. Because of the low cost structure of 

these agricultural systems which produces a higher degree of 

competitiveness in international markets, it is not difficult to 

imagine the growth of their role in Mediterranean trade and how it 

could be encouraged by the future enlargement of the E.E.C. 

(11) Mediter~anean areas have been classified by the E.E.C. in 
regard to those whose average typical agricultural production is 
at least 40% of the total agricultural production of the area. In 
France, Mediterranean areas are the following regions: Aquitaine, 
Languedoc, Provence, cate d'Azur, Corse, and the following "depart
ments": Andeche, BhSra.. In Italy the following regions a.re included:: 
Liguria, Toscana., Lazio, Abbruzzi, Molise, Ca.mpania, Puglia, Basilicata: 
Calabria, Sicilia, Sardeglla; as well as the provinces of: Vercelli, 
Novara, Alessandria., Asti, Trento, Pa.via, Bologna, Ferrara., Rave:cna., 
Ascoli-Piceno (CEE,l976,1977;CEE,1978). 

(2) Analysed by agricultural trade, the remaining coun~ries of the 
Mediterranean Basin are the following: Greece, Yugoslavia, Mal.ta, 
Portugal., Spa.in and Turkey in Europe; Cyprus, Jordan, I~rael, Lebanon, 
Syria in Asia; Algeria, Egypt, Lybia., Marocco and _Tunisia in Africa. 
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Even with great disparities, in recent years the remamning 

Mediterranean countries haveshown an increasing trade integration 

with the E.E.C., which at the begirdng was helped by bilatera1 

agreements and has become lately a part of the so cal.led "global 

approach" adopted by the Community for the third countries of the 

Mediterranean. These nations are primarily involved in the agricult 

uraJ. trade libera1ization to be achieved through tariff reductions 

in particular for those ·imports submitted.:.'! to seasonal restrictions· 

(Mal.assis, 1975; Saccoman.di, 1975). 
It is now possible to attempt some deduct~ons, which we propose 

to prove in the following part of this articl.e: 

1) Today, on the whole, Mediterranean countries still play a 

major role both in the agriculture and in the export lead strategy 

for their own development. This aspect is emphasised in those 

countries which are richer in surplus resources and which can 

obtain higher benefits from their low cost production system, 

(for example, Greece, Israel and perhaps Maghreb). 

Z) Secondly it appears that agricultural trade in the Mediterranean 

bas _scarcely been affected by the close trade _relationship between 

the producing countries and the E.E.C. members, mainly because 

of persisting political in:fluences, of trade necessity itself, 

and also of the preferential policies adopted by the E.E.C. for 

the Mediterranean countries. 
----·· .. ··-------- ----

3) Finally the simultaneous interplay of the protectionist R.E.C •. 

policy for its agricultural I;Iediterranean productions is further 

agitated by the trade flow of these products, which in a certain 

sense would have to introduce changes supporting_France and Italy 

in their_typical productions. In the immediate future, trade fl.ow 

in these sectors could be further disturbed by the consequences 

of E • .E •. c. enlargement. 
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11.2 •. CONFLICT. OF INTERESTS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA 

This produces a picture of agricultural Mediterranean trade 

which is not simply a fre·e trade scheme as it reveals trade 

dependence patterns of the southern countries of the Basin with 

respect to E •. E.C. members. 

- The confiict of interests is further complicated between 

the sing1e countries invo1ved by this situationc· 

Inside the E~E.C. itself, two opposite tendencies can be 

distinguished. Even if all the member countries appear to have 

a similar behaviour pattern as regards both the political aspect 

of the en1argement and the need to resettle the agreement's 

policy for the Ltedi terranean countries, the economic aptitudes 

of single countries seem rather different. Continental members 

decisively support any initiative which will bring trade liberal

ization in Mediterranean agricultural sectors. This is due to 

the obvious benefits on their balance of payments and to the 

consequential possibi1ity to increase exports of their surplus 

agricultural commodities as well as industriaL goods. . 

Such a position suits those countries aiming to enter into 

the Community quite well, at least for the expected short term 

effects. 

Opposite interests are shown by the other Mediterranean 

members and in particular by Italy where the greatest concentrati~n 

__ c,f Mediterranean regions is found. Because of the lack of 

_competitiveness of their produation on the for~ign markets, 

_ including European ones, these countries are _supporting a. gradual 

decrease of Community protection, which inevi.tably will follow 

future E;.E.C. policies, such as the enlargement a.nd the new 

agreement's policies. C.tiello, 11975; C.E.E., _1978; 1falessis, t975; 

Sa.c.comandi, 1.975) .. 

Such a. proposition is based on the coherence which would still 

be needed in order to inspire future E.E.C. action, as in the past 



this was developed to build up a complex agricultural policy 

which also extended its protection to the Mediterranean productions. 

Through its price support mechanism, c·.A,.P., it is said, 

would produce inefficient resource allocation, differential rents, 

inflationary pressures C price increase in certain agricultural 

productions, wage increase, etc.), all of which wouJ.d be the main 

reason for the high cost production system, characteristic of 

E.E.C. members with respect to third countries of the Mediterranean. 

(Marsh, 1975; Pasca, 1975; Qb.aden, 1:973; Rossi Doria, 11975)., 

Therefore a smooth trade liberalization would allow on the 

one hand sufficient time for the agricultural reset~lement of 

the Mediterranean E.E.C. regions, for instance to receive the bene

fits following the application af recent Mediterranean measures, 

and on the other hand to reduce the advantages for the future 

candidates for membership with respect to France and ItaJ.y. This: 

latter eypothesis, which obviously- cannot be officially declared, 

is based on the fe~sible negative effects which the higher price 

and income supply elasticity of the candidate countries. could 

determine when compared with the substantial rigidity of export 

demand. 

A. consequentiaJ. price falJ., not compensated by the increase 

in export volume, could imply future difficulties both to surplus: 

production and to the balance of payments of the intended members. 

Furthermore, the expected cost inflation, which would probably 

folJ.ow. the E~E.C. enJ.argement, could sudq.enJ.y lessen the export 

competitiveness of these countries()). 

. .. 

(3,) Cost increase could simply follow wage growth or could be 
also determined! by the higher prices which Greece, Spain and 
Portugal,. once in the E·.E.C., will have to pay to buy co~tinental. 
products from other members, or finally could be the logicaJ. -
·implication of the extension of the cr.A.P. mechanism. 
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In this conflict of intersts, it is very difficult, to define 

a comm.on pattern of behaviour for the other 1Iedi terranean countries, 

and also for the complications regarding the unique consideration 

of such countries as a whole. Nevertheless, it seems that their 

foreign trade role could suffer from the futtU"e E.E.C. enlargement. 

For the 0-ommunity wou1d have to reform its Mediterranean policy 

substantially considering the opportunity to increase its aid 

programme to this development (of third Mediterranean·countries) 

as part of a wider strategy no~ onl.y confined to tariff reduction 

agreements. 
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2. AGRICULTURAL TuIEDITERRANEAN TRADE AND TRADE INTEGRATION WITH 

THE E.E.C. 

2~ 1., TRADE FLOW BETWEEN THE E.E.C •. AND THE MEDITEBRANEAN COUNTRIES . 
In the last 115-20 years, trade f1ow of the third countries of 

the Mediterranean with the E:.E.C. has be:en increasingly expanding 

and specializing: today it concerns 45% of both exports and 

imports. The former, if oil trade is exc1uded, is concentrating 

on the ty:ptcal agricultural commodities, whi1e the latter mainly 

concerns itself with industrial goods as well as continental 

agricultural products. By confining the a.nalys~s to the agricult

ural sector, exports towards the E.E.C. increase to 50Cfo of the 

total exports, whi1e imports remain at the same leve1 (_4 ) 
··" 

On the whole, trade now clearly benefits the E.E.C.: trade 

surplus is more accentuated with those countries whose trade 

dependence has been traditionally wider (for instance·, Maghreb) 

If we confine the analysis to the agricultural sector, the 

situation is the reverse. Bu.t there is still an improvement for· 

the third countries of the Mediterranean when it is further 

restricted to the typical agricultural production. This is 

because of the E~E.C.'s need for Mediterranean agricultural 

products which is higher than the third countries' need for 

continental agricultural goods. Furthermore, the role of agricult

ural export of third Mediterranean countrtes: towards E·.E.C. 

members appears more and more definite as a result of their 

expansive competitive capacity within the E.E.C. market itself. 

(4) Trade relationship of the E.E.C. with these countries is less; 
important: exports to the Mediterranean area are 8% of the total· 
exports (16% within the agricultural sector), while imports count 
for 111% of the total as well as of the agricultural imports. 
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TABLE t. TRADE FLOW BETWEEN THE E.,E.C. AND THE 1\'lEDITERRANEAN 

COUNTRIES (AVERAGE 1975/6) - MILLIONS U.C. 

E'conomic E.E.C. % on E.E .. C. % on _BaJ.ance A foX- Ll %M 
;p S'ectors Exports Tot. Exp. Imports Tot,, Imp.. . -'75/6 • 75/6 

ill. 21,165 8% 11,701 11% +9,464 -0.3 +25.7 Sectors 
Agric. 1 ,,689 16% 3,155 11% -1,466 -4.5 -r.25.J Sector 
Med. 794 16%: 2,448 24% -11,654 -10.9 +21.1 !gr.Sec. 

- . -
Tabl.e t •. gives a synthetic view of trade flow between the 

E.E.C. and the Mediterranean countries, from which emerges not 

only the determining role of the E.E.C. in the foreign trade of 

these• countries, but al.so the vastness of trade dependence. 

This dependence se·ems to be decreasing more recently, because of 

export stagnation (0.3%) and 0£ high import increase (+25.,7%) of 

_ the E.E.C. On the whol.e, the agricultural. bal.ance favours third. 

Mediterranean countries in the typical. sectors. 

2., 2. TRENDS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AGRICULTUR..U. SECTORS 

It can be said that the determining rol.e of the E.E.C. is 

shown mainJ.y as purchaser of the :r.r~diterrane~ -products(S). 

(5) This must be proved, as wil.l. be attempt~~ in the next paragraph, 
· whethe,r and to what extent the net importer position of the E.E.C. 
- in- these sectors would have negativel.y affected .:_i_:ts ?iledi terranean 
regions and would even have benefited other third countries, 
as the adhering countries. In this case, one could not deduct 

· that member countries• benefits from the C.A.P. pol.icy woul.d 
_ actual.ly be overcome by the opposite trade l.iberal.ization effects 

of the: agreement's pol.icy. .This wow:d mean t:t:Lat_-,- by cl.early 
contradicting the C ... .A.P. general. purposes, th_1:( p_rotection measures 

-- . for -the -Community Mediterranean production w·ould not be real~y 
- -- ~ effective, as they woul.d be overcome by trad·e preference .. 

agreement with Mediterranean. countries. 
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As it is widely known, typical agricu1tural production of 

the Mediterranean area is covered almost entirely by the C.A.P. 

intervention system, even if their protection measures (tariffs 

and domestic price support) are generally inferior to that of 

the continental products (cereals, dairy products, and sugar in 

particuJ.ar) { 6). (Barbero, 1974; C.E.E., 1:976 and 1"977). 

Secondly, these sectors will reap the benefits from the 

·recent special intervention programme adopted by the E.E.C. to 

promote a wide agricu1tural resettlement in the Mediterranean_ 

regions, which will also support its agricu1tural sectors in the 

view of the enl.argement{ 7). (C.E.E., 1978). 

Finally, these agricultural sectors are p~rl of the new 

agreement policy which will be negociated for the third Mediterr

anean countries, as a means to open the way to a greater trade 

liberalization. {Aie°llo, 1975; Saccomandi, 1976)9 

Both as a result of the financial effort and of the specific 

aim of the agricuJ.tural intervention policy, it can be said that 

the E.E.C., with its C.A.P. and its agreement policy, has been 
- . 

g~jnj:ng a dete:rminjng role since the mid-sixties in the dynamics 

of Mediterranean agricultural trade. (Aiello, 1975; Coda 

Nunziante, 1975, 1'1976, 1'.977; Saccomandi, 1976). 

(6) Kennedy round agreements of 1968 induced the C.A.P. disparity 
in.protection given to Mediterranean sectors with respect to 
continental sectors. Through this agreement. with the U.S.A. it 

·was decided that the former products could be protected with 
tariffs only, while to the latter ones cou1d also be applied the 

---- - - ·variable levy system. 
C-7) The recently adopted E.E.C. special intervention programme 
for Mediterranean regions has a budget of 742-millions of U.C. 
for the finance of recovery programmes in these·areas-(irriga.tion,_ 
agricultural structure improvement, incentive:to transformation, 
domestic trade improvement, new trade centre especially for fru.i ts -
and vegetc.bles, aids to producers of olive oil, etc.) Most 
benefits will go to Italian Mezzogiorno. It must be taken into 
account that during the long talks, several reductions have been 
made to the plan, in that field (forestry and technical assia~ence) 
main1y concerning Italian agricu1ture. 
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i TABLE 2 -·MEDITERRANEAN AGRICULTURAL TRADE WITHIN !!?HE COUNTRIES OF THE MEDITERRANEAN BASIN 

! .. 

1975 (millions of 8) I 

', 

: j : 

I, I' exp~r~ing· France 
I 

Italy , · G.Sp.P. other Medi t. E.E.C. TOT.Medi terr. 
' 1 • countries countries Mediterr. countries 

I ' ' \ 

regions : importing 
countries 

France - 457,9 240 340,9 457,9 580,9 .. 
( 25,.9) ( 113.5) ( 19.2) (25.9) (32.7) 

Italy 66,7 - 73,7 11"6,7 66,7 277,3 
(21.8) (6.8) (8.3) (21.8) (40.0) 

· G.Sp.P. 14,4 18,8 - 8,o 33 41,0 
(8.6) ( 111.3) (4.0) ( 19.8) (24.7) I 

+ 
_., 

other Mediterr. 73,4 82,0.:- 148,1 155,4 303,5 0 

countries a' 
I-'· 
m 

E.E.C. Medi terr. 457,9 66,7 313,7 457,·6 ' 
regions 

TOT.Mediterranean 545,7 t67,5 461,8 465,6 
·countries : I. ! 
. ' . i 

N.B. In brackets· %1 values'. on I the single area .total imports are indicated 
. ' i ' I ! : 

Source I elaboration from ( OCDE, 1959-75 and 1·976) 

! I 

I 
I I 

I ' 



A brief outline of the agricultural production in Mediter:-

anean sectors is now needed as it concerns member countries of 

the E.E.C. interested in the CeA.P. (Table 2.) and the third 

countries interested in·thc Mediterranean agreements (Tables 3 and 

4)~ 

The meaning of the tables is ea~i1y understandable. 

Concerning Table 2, it can be noted that· the reduction of the 

self provision degree in the Mediterranean sectors followed the 

E.E.C. enlargement to the U.K., Eire and Denmark. Such a situa

tion would have had positive effects on the E.E.C. Mediterranean 

regions; indeed surplus increased especially in typical producer 

countries other than for the Italian rice and citrus fruits, 

whose rates of self provision were declining. As far as regards 

production trends, the following points must be noted: 

i) the high production increase of citrus fruits in Italy in 

the period '55-'74, corresponded, even if in a different 

dimension, to a wide production decrease in France; 

ii) there has been a widespread increase _of grain (main1y tender 

wheat) in the E.E.C. and a substantial growth of the rice produc

tion in Italy. 

iii) despite lack of statistical information, we can also take 

into consideration the increasing protectionist pressure of the 

E.E.C. farm policy as concerns firstly olive oiJ. production and 

secondly rice production. Indeed the so-called protection degree 

is lowered both in wheat-(especial.ly durum wheat) and wine 

production. 

Table 3 shows the production pattern of Mediterranean _count

ries as well as the status of trade agreements with the E".E.C. 

deduced from the last available information. 
-

An overall yield per hectacre in Greece, Spain and Portugal 

can be noted only with regard to grain production, even if the 

gap could be quickly eliminated by the great potential increase 

especially of Greek and Spanish production. 
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9JiijM ) ~, 4q-l1ICDJl~mM,~ ~l)Jjjj;~tlf: S~Q',J?ORS- _IN :-i~ J:NT2RESTED E.E.C•: REGIONS 

SITO Econqmi.c E.E.c.-: eoonomiq mE?afiures dat~ of Production( 000 ton. 175) Self provision degree· 74/75 
code sect·ors: ' · : . , EEC· re- % annual rate of increase (1968/69) · 

1 · gula.tion in brackets · · 
; , I --------------------------E.E.c. ITaly France. EEC 60. 

0.41 Wheat 

0.42 Rice 

Import levies,no monetary 1Vq/67( 37,902 9,620 15,041 
ammourits,in 76/77 aids to (16.5) (3.5) (5.4)' 
backvi.rard produo.(60 UC/ton) 

Export restitutions,Imp. 1/9/67 
levies,no monet.ammounts, 
aids to producers. 

979 
(7.8) 

931 48 
( 18.J) (-6.0) 

er, 0 0 
· 0.51-Fruit(ex. a)fresch:.import levies 
0.51.4 appplES) (in 7fl'Jf from Greece), 

1/1/67 14,456. 7,101. 2,930, 

of which: 
several exp.restitutions,' 
aids to production,import 

Citrus tariff for mandarins from ... , 
(2.7) 

II 2,752 

(8.J) (7.6) 

0 0 0 
2,733 19 

fruit Algeria, export premium; 

0 _54 Ve11:etabl, b~preserved:exp.restit., 
(4.7) (36.1) (-20.1) 

0 0 

( 
· 1 ;. t· · t)a1da and monet.ammounts 1/1/67 26,735 10,570 

ex. \ex.po a t 
0•54• 1) for toma o preserves (1.6) (2.5) 

0 0 
112.1 Wine - Indicative price for imp. 15/6/68 

Exp.restitut.,monetary am. 
16,022 7,690 

•, 

121,i Tobacco 
I 

I 

4~1.5:0live 
'·o:i'.1 ·-

for Franc~,Italy;~ids t~ 
private storage and , · · 
distillation. ' · 

Exp.r~stit., storage aids, : 1/8/70 , 
aids to producer associat., 
objective price· for prod. · 

Import levies,exp;restit., 1/4/66 
aids to producers. 

(1.4) (1.2) 

0 
157 

(-) 

0 
93 

(2.6) 

6,475 
(0.5) 

7,627 
(1.3) 

0 

51 
(-1.7) 

119 
(109) 

101 
(104) 

85· 
(87) 

50 
(55) 

97 
(100) 

105 
(96) 

EEC 9ce 

106 
(104) 

83 
(n.a.) 

79 
(80) 

43 
(n.a.) 

94 
(n.a.) 

103 
{n.a.) 

Italy France 

89 192 
(95) (1'54) 

218 18 
(225) (45) 

128 95 
( 116) (95) 

118 2 
(135) (1) 

113 95 
(112) (95) 

124 102 
( 110) (92) 

E.E.c.:. P~ot~otion degree (EEC price/lower international price) ,1-976-7 (1,968-69) 1 durum wheat 1.45(2. 13); 
rice ·1.8 (1.4); Wine 1.4 (1.9); olive oil 2.1 (1.7). 

0 1974 Source : elaborations from E.E.c. ,· o.c.n.E; 



TABLE_ 4 - MEDITERRANEAN AGRICULTURAL SECTORS IN OTHER COUNTRIES OF THE 
. BASIN, NON MEL'IBER OF THE E.E.C. 

. Economic 
se.ctors 

Wheat 

Rice 

PRODUCTION ;ooo ton.,1975~ :yields:quintal/ha, 
(% annual rate of increase from 1955) 

Greece Spain Portuga.J. TOT~: G.Sp.P. Other Med. 

. ,• 
,- 2143° 

(----._j 

Cb,3J 
(2,3%) 

J 107 
~0,8] 
(2,8%) 

0 

4535 
U.4,3] 

(6 ,4%) 

367 
-[60,1] 

(-0,3%) 

646° 

[13~1] 
(1,2%) 

130 
l39,2) 
(-1,7%) 

7324° 

countries 

28228 

(4 ,5%) 

1248 

(11, 7%) 

Fruit(ex.apples 1653 4835 
(4,7%) 

145 
(-13,37.) 

(2, 1%) 

604 

(-0,2%) 

6633 
(1,77.) & citrus fr.) (4,4%) 15907 

(1,6%)-Citrus fruit 778 

(6,9%) 

2009 

2804 180. 3762 

Vegetable 

Wine 

··· Tobacco 

Olive oil 

(3 ,9%) 

486 
(1,1%) 

85 
(-0,6%) 

[14G,6] 
4,3%) 

6860 
(3 ,3%) 

3619 
(3 ,8%) 

23 
(-1,8%) 

n.a., 

(2,4%) 

1800 
(3 ,3%) 

1387 
(0,8%) 

n.a. 

(4,6%) 

18669 
(3 ,4%) 

5492 
(2, 7%) I 

108 
(-0, 9%) 

n.a. 

18710 
(3, 1%) 

I 1500 
1 (-11,0%) 

1 423 
(6,0%) 

388 · 
(-2, 19%) 

Outline of the agreements between E.E.C. and the non member countries 
of the Mediterranean Basin: 
Un.till 1972: - association agreements for: Greece(1962),Turkey(1964), 

Malta, Cyprus, Marocco, Tunisia; 
- preferential agreements for all the other Medi te_rranean 

countries, with the exclusion of Lybia. 
After 1972: a)general a1mr.2!!-~= trade agreements for all Mediterr.countre_ 

including Jordan; free trade for industrial goods,gradual 
libera.J.ization of the a.gricu1. trade;worker free circulation; 

- technical assistance; financial aids; 
· b)problems concerning agricu1tural products:tariff reductions 
-- for products wi tiiseasoiia.!-restrictions (°60% of the EEC ~ariff 

on average):beans, tomatoes,cucumbers,melons,onions,arttchokes: 
- grapes,etc.;tariff reductions.for wine and preserved products; 
key~sector in the future trade relationship with the EEC: 
fresh fru.it(Greece),citrus fruit(Spain},wine(Spain & Portuga.J.}: 
oilve oil (Greece) o · 

Source: OCDE,1959-75 and 1976;CEE,1977 and 1978;FA0,1976. For more 
d,etails see: Aiello,1975;Coda Nunziante;1975;Saccomandi, 1976~ 
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~abl ·5 - soME ECONOMIC :INDICATORS FOR THE E.E.c. COUNTRIES AND FOR G.sp.P. 

l 
i _1 ' 

' I 

' ' 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

E.E.C. 

' 

at 9 

I ' 
' ' 

-I 

'' 

(EEC index ::;100) 

GREECE 

SPAIN 

PORTUGAL· 

'' 

' 

GNP pe~ employee, U • c!. 1975 

ill sectors Agriou1t. Extra-agr. 
1 

sectors 

13382 6803 14006 
(100) (100) (100) 

6539 3053 8451 
(49) (45) (60) 

7961 3219 9302 
(59) ., (47) (66) 

4486 2317 5333 

-- (33) (34) · (38) 

Source: CEE, 1978. 

!, : I 

I ' 

' ' ' I 

I : 

'. 

Agriculture in% of 
GNP (1960 values) 

1960 1975 

-··· 

9,6 5,6 

11,6 8,2 

.. 

21,9 . 14, 7 

19,5 9,8 

25,7 12,3 
. ' .. , . 

' ' 

' ' 

Per-capita A i 'uit 1 

1 El 1 trends of gr c ura ~p oees 
in %:of tot.manpower 

agr~c.GNP 196_0 1975 
196,0=100 

I 
I : 
' • 

250 17,0 8,7 

413 57,0 35,4 

358 42,3 22,0 

219 42,8 28,l 

I I 

1 

i 
ct 
CD 

1 
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Finally, Table -4 demonstrates the re1ationslµp between the 

E.E.C. and the three candidate countries on the basis of selected 

macroeconomic indicators., The inferiority of Portugal. is ___ qui.te __________ _ 

cl.ear with respect to the other two countries, whose rate of increase 

of domestic gross products in agricul.ture (G.N.P.A.) revealed a 

great dynamism with respect to that of the EoE.C. 

2.3. MARKET QUOTA TRENDS 

A more precise analysis of the export repercussion of the 

different production dynamics in three main sectors (fruits, 

wine and olive oil) in single countries which have been-affected·-- -------

by the E.E.C. policies can be deduced from the study of market 

quotas acqu:i;red by each Mediterranean country in a market of one 

other country .. 

If the previous division of groups is maintained, even omitting 

the group of other Liedi terr~an countries because of the insig

nificance of such a vast aggregation of countries in this case, 

market quotas in France, Italy and in the G.Sp.P. are significantly'---'--" 

relevant as concerns trend change between the period 1962-4 and 

1973-5. 
As regards the French market, Italy and G.Sp.P. increased their 

market quotas over the other Mediterranean countries, de-spite--the---

close links still existing betwe:en France and _:the Maghreb countries" 

In particular, the ItaJ.ian market quota increases significantly 

in the wine sector reaching approximately 2/3 of total French 

imports ( an annual growth rate of 34. 95') and gains some points in -

the olive oil sector, even though its export is little more than 

10% of total imports,. 

Equally the country group G.Sp.P. betters its position in the 

wine market. On the French market Spain gains as much as other 

Mediterranean countries, such as Al.geria, losee Change induced in 

trade structure has determined a net overturn in the wine as well 
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TABLE 6 - MAR.Ip:T'.QUOTAS CONCERNING MEDITERRANEAN AGRICULTURAL TRADE FOR FRANCE,ITALY AND G.Sp.P. 

in ITALY: 
France 

'' '. 

G.Sp.P. 

other M ed, 

in FRANeE: 
·Italy 

other Ma d. 

in G.SpoP• 

France 

• • I 
: 

I 

,., 
' 

I I' FRUIT 
I 1962-64 1973-75 

' 

0,9 1,8 

9,8 8,5 
. .. 

7,3 __ ,.,_ - . l~,4 

6,0 11,4 

15,8 30,3 . 

37,1 22,3 · 

--

·• 

I• ·1 
I ' : : I 

0,8 2,2 

' 5,9 I I 
'. 

Source I OCDE, 1·95 9-7 5 and 1 ~7 6 ~ ' 

I. 

\ 
I 

I 

- "annua1 
! ,rate 'of' 
' increase 

' 

5,5% 

5~8% 

5,9% 

-4,6% 

' '. 

I 
i -

·w 
1962-64 

I 

76,1 

6,9 

7,3 

1,4 

2,8 

95,8 

'' 

79,9 

6,0 

' ' ' 

·I ·.N E 
.1973-75 

78,7 

13,6 

5,4 -

65,5 

12$6 

21,4 

.. 

I 

13,8 

' 2 ,3 

% annua1 
rate of 
increase 

6,2% 

34,9% 

13,7% 

-13,6% 

. 
'. 

-15,9% 

- 8,7% 

0 L 
1962-64 

1,4 

50,4 

4493 

0,3 

10,1 

87,0 

I V E 
1973-75 

4,1 

42,0 

49,0 

11,7 

33,6 

53,2 

I 

2,2 

0 I L 
"annua1 
rate of 
increase 
.. 
9,7% 

-1,6% 

1,0% 

33,3% 

. L0,9% 

--4 ,4% 

I 

ii 

I\: 

C 
j--1 

y 
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in the fI"t.µt sector, where the preeminent position of Italy 

and G.Sp.P. is becoming more and more clear over the other Medi

terranean countries. . 
Less change occurs in the Italian markets. Changes in market 

quota in the I)Briod under consideration a.re either very __ sltgfl.~ __ o_~---------

insignificant. An example is the change of the French market quota 

in the olive oil sector. Nevertheless, the increasing role of 

other Mediterranean countries in the fruit exports cannot be 

------ neglected; neither can the importance, both in volume and--in-value,--- ~---·

of the French export of selected wines. Italian import of olive oil 

is divided almost equally between G.Sp .P .. and the other lYiedi terranean 

countries. 

On the other hand, Table 4 shows clearly that export penetratio~ 

in the G.Sp •. P. market is either very weak (excluding the French 

export of rine) or it plummets. (See Appendices A11 and ,42), 

Therefore, it seems that trade change concerned for the most 
_:;,._ __ _ 

part French markets. Because of the low domestic importance of the 

Mediterranean sectors, France does not seem to have suffered 

significantly from the change. Indeed, Italy suffered a major 

___ impact from the international competition on the Europe~--~rk;§l_t_~----------

themselves, and the consequences have been more negative for Italy 

as they affected main exporting sectors. (Refer in particular to 

Appendices Atl and .!2). 

Thirdly, this brief analysis shows the high compet-i-tiveness-of-··:·----·

the G.Sp • .P. group in the exporting markets: European as well as 

French and Italian. 

In conciusion, it shou1d be noted that the_simple statistical 

analysis, although usefu.l to derive actual trends, is not--sun-1ci·en~---

to deduce a complete view of the E~E.C. policy repercussions, 

which played a determining role in Mediterranean agricu1tural trade. 

For that reFJiSon, the following paragraph is devote<!__to t~-----

construction of an econometric model in order to ·supply an answer 

to such questions and to outline more precisely the complex interplay 

of trade change in these sectors. 
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3. E.E. C. POLICY EFFECTS ON F.'IEDITERRANEAN AGRICUI,TUR.AL TRADE 

3.~. ECONOMETRIC MODEL 

Because the expected effects both of the C.A.P. and the 

Mediterranean agreement policy - which, as mentioned, directly 

affects agricultural production in this area - wou1d have on the 

one hand improved protection for member Mediterranean countries 

and on the other hand increased trade liberalization in this area, 

it seems important to prove the overall net effect of these policies. 

An estimate of the "ex post" effects on trade flows and then 

on benefit allocation within involved countries could be deduced 

by the combined resul.t of trade divertion (T.D.) and trade creation 

(T.C'.). It is generally agreed that as a consequence of either 

protectionist or liberalization policies, trade flow analysis 

would have to generate gross trade divertion for single countries 

interested in the intervention policy. If it is then possible 

to locate net trade divertion, it could be determined which aommunity 

policy has actually overcome the other. 

Secondly, within the E:.E .. C. itself, or within the agreement 

area, trade flow analysis could determine resource allocations 

which.produce trade creation (substitution.of single country 

domestic production for imports) in favour of one or more 

~o~tr.ies (S). 

A precise measure of T.D. and T.C. would require the estimate 

of the actual volume of each item trade diverted or trade cr~ated, 

(8) In theory, eventual trade creation following intervention 
policies· adopted in customs union would have·· to effect· only that 
part of domestic production which could no longer be produced for. 
either_j;echnical or economic reasons. In other words, it can be said 

--that- expected T.C. effects wou1d have to be limited to· the -typical· -
production of each country, so that benefits.could beequally 
distributed within the union (Pa.sea. - Paterno, __ t978). 
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mu.ltiplied by the, cost differential, if the supply elasticity is 

infinitely elastic in each member country •. Apart from the question 

relating to the availability of the necessary data-for computing cost 

differentials, the empirical determination of such an estimate 

presents methodological difficulties (Balassa, 11967; Ou.attara, 1973), 

In the several at·cempts to estimate "ex post" and "e:x: ante" 

T.D. and T.C. effects developed in recent years, the method suggested -

by Balassa is one of the best;. 

This method suggests that T.D. and T.C. can be deduced from 

a comparison of ex post income elasticities of import demand in 

intr~area trade (i.e. among countries forming the same customs 

union, as the E .. E.C. Mediterranean countries protected by the C.A.P.) 

and in extra-area trade (i.e. imports of union members from non

member countries, as for instance imports of. France from G.Sp .P. and · 

vice-versa)(g) for periods preceding and follovn.ng the application 

of either protectionist or trade policies. (Bahagwati, 1l974; 
Jo·sling, 1969; Ouattara, 1973; Pasca-Paterno,- 1978; Thorebecke-

Pagoulatos, 1975). 
- -

(9) By following the Balassa arguement, a gross trade creation can 
be distinguished from a 'proper' trade creation. The former refers:. 
to an increase ofihe- union trade, irrespective of whether it depends 
on a substitution fo¢omestic· or foreign sources. of supply; the 

·1atter implies a shift from domestic to another member source of 
supply and is close to Viner's definition. 

+n_this ana.lysis we refer to gross trade creation in a slightly 
different mm:m.er: i.e. when there is no precise evidence of a 

~: .shift ..from domestic to another member source of ~up~ly (e.g. it 
can b·e the case of a., T.C.proved for Italy with respect to the E.E .. C. 
on.tbe whole, without aey possibility to locate which member country 
has benefited. Indeed the concept of 'proper' T.C. is used with 
th~ same meaning, e:v:en if we prefer to call it·-·•net'"-"lfra.a:er·creation'. 
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In order to measure trade effects we have estimated two impor! 

demand equations (one referring to, the period preceding the policy 

intervention and the other following it) for each Mediterranean 

sector and for each area (France, Italy and G.Sp.P.) with respect.· 

to each other plus the E .. E.C. on #he whole., 

In the chosen model, we refer to a demand equation of a 

siI'..gle commodity imported by a specific country as function of 

total imports of the same commodity and,of the relative term of 

trade:. 

j b 
( k1':x::t z t) 2 

j 
icPmi,t 

After the logarithm transformation, it assumes the following 

linear expression: 

. P:X:j 
(r ~,t) 

. J 
~mi,t 

Where the following notations are used:-------------

krtf, t- = import value of country i from country j, at time t, for 

the k commodity; 
.. T . 

kMf,t = total import value of country i from country j at time t, 

for the k commodity; 
-- j -- - - . 

_ ic1'xi,t = export price index of the country i for the country j, 

:. at time t, for the k commodity; 
-

. ~it;Pmi~-t _=- .import price index of the country i ·from the country j, 

- at time t, for the k commodity. 

(i = France, Italy, Greece +,Spain+ Portugal; 

j = E.E.C., France, Italy, Greece+ Spain+ Portugal; 

k = wheat, rice, fruit, vegetables, wine, tobacco, olive oil). 
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· The first indmpendent va.ria ble has been chosen as a proxy 

variable of the disposab1e income, i.e. the total. imports of a 
_ :single commodity, not onJ.y for the difficul. ty _of obta.1 ni ng homogenous 

statistica1 data but al.so to use a variab1e in which both income and 

world price effects are embodied. 

- 3.2. C0MM0Difi ANALYSIS 

Assuming that income elasticity of import demand wou1d remain 

unchanged in the absence of aey- intervention.policy (either c.A.P • 
• or agreement policy), T.D. and T.C. impacts -for E.E.c. countries 

as well as for G.Sp.P.-- can be deduced from the intertempora.l 

comparison between propensities to import. In other words, once the 

incr_e_asing trade integration E.E.C,-Mediterranean c~untries is proved(1'0) 

it is necessary to evaluate which of the two policies bas actually 

prevailed: either the c.A.P. with its protectionist· · measures 

(i.e. T.D. which benefits E.E.c., eventually with intra-area T.C.) 

or the agreement policy with its liberalization effects concernig 

G.Sp.P. (i.e. T.D. and eventually T.c. in favour of G.~.P.). 

In the interpretation of the results of the econometric analysis~ 

previous statistical considerations will be taken into ·account (see 

also: Aiello, 1975; cmt; 1976 and 1977; CEE~ 1978'; Saccomand4 1975) s 

A - Wheat( 11 ) 
- - ··- --

. Because of the lack of data. regarding trade flows for Italy and 

for G.Sp.P., it is not possible to determine precisel.y the trade effects 

ana.-- ·then which of the two policies has actually prevailed. 

(10) A further proof of the fa.ct that E.E.c. policies dj,d generate& 
repercussions on Medi terra.nean agricu1 tura.J. trade is -- revealed by the 
T.D. effects which are always present in our analysis between the 

__ first_and the second period. 

(11i) Because of probJ.ems concerning data a.vaila.bility, econometric 
a.nal.ysis includes both durum and tender wheat, even if onJ.y the 
former is actually considered a Mediterranean product. 
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Nevertheless, as concerns France, C.A.Pc seems to have shown 

low efficacy because of the fall of the propensity to import from 

EcE.C countries. Such a deduction is strengthened by the wide 

- decrease in the French self provision degree (see table 3). But it 

is al.so true. that this fact co'Jlia. be the combined effect of an ·. 

increase in domestic production and of a decrease in consumption. 

Indeed French production has steadily increased at the am:iual rate 

of 5.4~ in the period 1955-1974, even if such a.n increase remains 

inferior to that of the Community on the whoie (table 3). 
The higher dy:namism of French exports both to Italy ana.- -to 

G.Sp.P~ gives a futher proof of the production increase (see 

Appendix A. 1 • ) • 

The ma.in role of France in this sect~r( :particu1arly in the 

tender wheat trade) emerges also from the intertempora.J. comparison 

of the propensities to import for Ita.ly' and G.Sp.P. 

B - Rice --
Econometric analysis brings about very different resuJ.ts in 

this sector. 
·- --

Ita:Ly is the greater producer and expor~er, even if the other 
- -

Mediterranean countries regijtered a substia.miaJ. production increase_ 

in the last fifteen years (Tables 3 and 4). 
It is easy to understand why' neither T.D. nor T.C. is registered 

for Itaiy-, while a T.D. is proved from G.Sp.P. in favour of the E.E.CG 

Furthermore, even if the improvement of -_t~de _ exchange Ital:,y-

-_ ---France suggested favourable effects for the f_ormer, econometric 

&Ilalysis wou1d show a T.D. from France in favour of non member 

countries, other than G.Sp.P. 

_: -- Such a situation can probably be explained by the fact that the -

increase in French. consumption -which is sho~ __ -b_y t~e fa.J.l of ~he 

sel.f_- provision degree, table 3- has determined not_ only an incre~--- _ 
-- -- ili--imports from Ita.J.y but also an increase of- :impo-rts from third -
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countries (other than G.Sp.P.), perhaps from Turkey. 

C - Fruit( 12) 

Trade effect a.nal.ysis appears more difficult in this sector 

as comparison between propensities to ~port is never significant 

for Italy while it seems signific~t only in one case for G.Sp.P. 

(see the "Chow tests", Chow, 1960). 

Nevertheless, maiilly refering to the resul.ts obtained· for France, 

and to the previous statistical analysis, a T.D. from the E.E.c. to 

G.Sp.P. can be demQStrated. It emphasises the superiority of the 

agreement policy with respect to the C.A.P. 

It is also possible to locate the origin of the T.D. within 

the E.E.C., taking into acc©Unt the deterioration of the trade 

deficit France - G.Sp.P., which is at least thirty times larger 

than the Italian one. 

Such a wide trade deficit is perhaps the consequence of a 

relevant increase to the French propensity to consumption, not 

ful.filled by the production increase. Indeed, French production 

has grown in the last ten years at a. rate very close to the 

Italian one (the highest in the E.E.C., as mentioned in:, talle- 3) •.. ; 

The only element that seems to contrast with such an analysis 

could be the significant increase of the G.Sp.F. propensity to 

impo~ -;':;-om France, for there is evidence of a T.D. in favour of 

France. ~~ it can be hypothesised that, because of the wide 

_stati~ti~al aggregation, this trade efiect is the result of an 

increasing demand to import fruit productions not typically 

Mediterranean. 

(12) The aggregate 'fruits• of the o.c.D.E. s~atistics (o.c.D.E., 
· 1959-1975) does not fit in perfectly with the··r.tediterranean 
production. Even if apples have been excluded __ a.nd· trade nows- are: 
registered oill.y to Mediterranean countries, somet_imes _ -especially 

-for imports from the E:.E.c.- import values can include other kinds 
of fruit. 
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A further evidence of-the T.D. in favour of G.Sp.P. can be 

indirectly found in the increasing difficu1ties of Italian exports 

to G.Sp..P. markets (Table 6), in the substantial ·stability of the 

self provision degree in Italy, despite the high producti~ 

increase (Table 3). 
As regards G~Sp.P., there is clear evidence both of its 

production growth and: of its in:filtration into European markets. 

It is necessary to make a distinction within the three countries. 

~~ average value-is kept down by the fall in Portuguese production 
. . . . -

(an annual decrease of approximately 13%), while Greek and Spanish 

production have registered an· average annual. growth rate of 4.5% 

(Table 4). 

~s concerns the fruit sector, on the whole, it can be said: 

i) :that the liberalization effects induced by the agreement policy 

have actually overcome protectionist repercussions; 

ii) that Greece (for fresh fruits) and Spain (for citrus frtiits) 

received the greater benefits as their infiltration in the French 

_markets increased significantly; 

iii) that the increasing competitiveness of Greece and Spain is 

seriously damaging E.E.C. Mediterranean regions, as regards not 

only French and Italian markets in exports, but also their domestic 

markets. 

D - Vegetables 

In this sector, with the exclusion of France, comparisons of 

propensities to import for Italy and G.Sp.P. suggest a prevalence 

of C.A.P. effects on those of the agreement policy. 

Production has increased in the last ten years at an average 

annual rate of r.6~ in the E.E.C. and of approximately 3% in the 

·gther Mediterranean countrieso 

The high demand increase, especially in France, has been the: 

·mau;·reason for the improvement of trade bal~ce both in Italy and 
. . .. 

in·G .• Sp.P •. N"evertheless the comparison between pr9pensities to 

import shows a T.D. in favour of the E.E.C. on the·whole and of 
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France in particu1ar. 

In conc1usion, while there are precise indications as regards 

Italy and G.S.p.P. (evidence of T.D •. in favour of the E.EeC •. and 

a1so of a T.C. in favour of Italy), the same cannot be said for 

France. Despite the overall T.D. which directly benefits France, 

statistical. anal.ysis supports al.so the evidence of a T.D., 1imited 

perhaps to the Medi-terranean production on:I.y, which indeed benefitm 

G.Sp.Pi, as was the case for fruit. 

E - Wine 

A11 -the empirical. resuJ.ts obtained from the various models 

suggest that economic consequences of the Mediterranean agreements 

1· ·have been more effective than those of the C.A.P. protectionism. 

Even if there is clear evidence of the benefits received by Italy 

in its trade relationship with France, econometric a.na.J.ysis 

emphasises still further trade advantages of G·.sp .P. · Their weight 

in the European markets: is quietly increasing (Table 5) , probably 

at the expense of the other countries of the 1Iedi terranean, whose 

production is rapidly falling. 

-- The e~'"tent at which wine production increases in G.Sp • .P •. 

(Spain in particular) is substantially greater than the Italian and 

the French one. The same trends are shown by export flows. A. 

certain shift from foreign to domestic source of the demand is 

in evidence in the increase of the self provision degree in Italy 

and in France (Tab1e 3). 
Final.ly, it seems that the decreasing role of France and 

Italy in the wine sector has been seriously affected by the reduction 

of the E.E.C. protectionism, fallen from 1~.9- to 11.4.(Table 3) 

F --T.obacco 

Trade effects again benefit the E.E.C. and particu1arly Italy 

---in this· sector. Inde(;!d Ital;w is the on1y country-which registered 

·production increase in re cent years ( 13 ) , even::. if it -still bas -a 

.(13) It mu.st be pointed out that production increased significantly 
in the Mediterranean countries too ( other thl:ln G.Sp.P.) in the last 
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trade deficit with G.Sp.P. 

'On the who1e, it can be said that E.E.C. po1icy - specially 

by means of its more recent measures - has guaranteed enough 

protection to the Ita1ian tobacc.o crops against the Mediterranean 

competitors. 

G - 01ive Oil 

Because of the 1ack of data, econometric ana1ysis can be 

developed onl.y for France and Ita1y. 

Overa11 repercussions seem to have benefitted the E.E.C. and 

ItaJ.y in particu1ar ( 14) • Ita.J.ian market quota is increased in the 

French market, where there is also some evidence of the increasing 

weight of G.Sp.P. (Greece and Spain in particuJ.ar). 

Statistical analysis shows that such an internationa.J. 

competitiveness of G.Sp.P. is rapid1y growing, even if it grows 

at an extent lower than those of fresh fruit and wine sectors. 

As in the wine trade, the most damaged countries seem to be 

mainly the other Mediterranean nations( 15 >. 

fifteen years • 
. (14) It must be noted that o1ive oi1 is one of the most protected 
sectors within C.A.P., as far as cereals and dairy products are 
concerned. 
(15) Tab1es 4 and 6 show that these countries have registered 
an overa11 production decrease, as well as a declining role in 
foreign trade. In the French market - one of their most import~t 

. foreign markets - they suffered relevant losses in market quotas. 
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C E E FRAN C E IT .. t,r bl° /1 Chow bJO . bl° /1 
Chow 

bf b\° Test 'fest 

BLE I France 2,34 6,41 -4,07 4,6 n.d. n.d. 

Italie 1,19 0,20 0,99- 4, 1 1,42 1,17 0,25 0,6• 

GEP 0,78 0,34 0,44 3,5 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

RIZ ·I France 0,96 3,34 -2,38 15,6 n.d. n.d. 

Italie • 1, 13 0,61 0,52 3,5 n.d. n.d. n.d. 

GEP 1,04 0,21 0,83 6,8 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

FRUITS I France 1,80 3,06 -1,26 3,4 1,83 1 ,91 

Italie 2,08 1,29 0,79 1 ,2* 1,27 1,10 0,17. 0,4 

GEP 3,00 0,46 2,54 1 ,9* 2,37 -0,07 2,43 5,9 3,54 0,59 

l,EGUMES 
France l ,46 1,61 -0, 15 o,u* 0,75 0,90 

Italie 0,97 0,22 o_,15· 14,0 1,35 0,29 1,06 13,6 

GEP l,22 0,19 l,03 20,3 2,03 0,66 1,37 8,9 2,66 0,21 

VIN 
France 0,84 -0,53 1,37 167,7 2,16 -0,78 

Italie 0,96 1,14 -0, 18 9,0 0,93 1,14 -0,21 11,0 

GEP 0,24 0,96 -0,72 4,0 0,27 0,97 -0,7 7,0 0,43 1,01 

TABAC I France 1,57 -0,79 2,36 34,0 n.d. n.d. 

Italie n.d. n.d. n.d. . n.d. n.d . n.d. 

GEP / 0,63 0,01 0,62 5,0 n.d. n.d. n.d. 9,01 -2,56 
I 
I 

HUILE D'OLIVE: 
France 1,17 0,72 0,45 14,9 1,J'2 0,79 

Italie 0,52 1,99 -1,47 2,0 1, 7~ 1,38 0,3_8 <%,5 -, 

GEP n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n,d. n.d. 

N.B. Les ph4nom~nes de TD et de TC sont d4riv4s de la comparaison entre les variations 
intertemporelles, en tenant compte du Chow Test. 

•* 1 La valeur du Chow Test n'atteint pas la significativit4 de 951. 

A L I E 

/1 

n.d. 

n.d. 

n.d. 

n.d. 

-0,00 

.. 

2,95 

-0,15 

2,45 

2,94 

-0,58 

n.d. 

11,57 

0,53 

n.d. 

G E p DEDUCTIONS SUR LES EFFETS CEE 
Chow 

bf bf° A Chow effets pays/ r4gion politique CEE 
Test Test conunerciaux favoris4 pri§dominante 

n.d. n.d. n.d. TD brut tiers (sauf GEP) faible efficacit4 
de la PAC 

n.d. n.d. n.d. TD brut CEE p 
) J'AC· t lfff,lcac~ 

TD brut CEE } . . . . 

n.d. n.d. n.d. TD brut tiers (sauf GEP) faible efficacit4 
de la'PAC 

n.d. n.d. n.d. 

TD brut CEE l~g~re efficacit~ 
de la PAC 

12,2 1,39 1,52 -0,13 4,6 TD GEP efficacib'! accord 
1,83 -0,01 1,84 3,8 TD GEP efficacit4 accord 

0,3 TD France efficacit4 PAC 

3,6 1,37 2,02 -0,65 0,4* Hger TD tiers (sauf GEP) 

0,57 0,47 o, l 5,9 a) TD1 b) TC de I a) CEE1 b) Fr. } 

}) efficacit4 PAC 3,9 a)TD1 b)TC de GEP a) CEE1 b) It. 

21,4 0,82 -<l,63 1,45 27,6 } GEP } 
J TD, 

} efficabit4 2,40 -0,50 i,9 3,5 } TC brut de Fr, Italie } . des accords TC net 4,7 } GEP } 

n.d. n.d. n.d. TD brut CEE ).: l 
o, 13 0,59 -0,46. 0,1* } 

efficaciti!i_ PAC } 
18;0 TD, peut-Atre TC Italia } 

7,0 n.d. n.d. n.d. 14gers TD et TC a) CEE1 b) It. · efflcacit4 PAC 
n.d. n.d. n.d. TD brut tiers faible .efficacit4 

de la PAC 
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4. CONCLUDING REiiL:ffiKS 

The increasing trade integ:c-ation between E.-E .. C. -members -- --

and the other Mediterranean countries has at the begini.ng given 

great support to the eypothesis of the determillg role played by" 

both.the agricuJ.tura.l and agreement policies of the Community since 

the mid-'60•s. 

Even if it can be said that the increasing trade integration 

within the Mediterranean Ba.sin is the result of a set Jf objective 

factors (needs for production specialization,--poli ticaJ. and economic _ 

influences pre-EEC, geographical elements, etc.), both statistical 

and econometric analysis clearly demonstrates that trade nows of 

the typical agricu1tu.ral products have been affected by the--E.E.C. 

policies._: 

Such an illf'J.uence has been evident since the mid-sixties in two 

different forms: 

a) on the one hand the E.E.C. policy was created also to pr_otecj; _ its 

Mediterranean products, mostly in the backward regions, from the 

increasing competitiveness of the .third_Mediterranean countries, 

by means of various protectionist measures extended-gra.dual1y 

to the Mediterranean sectors; __________ _ 

b) on the other hand, as a part of the external agreement policy, 

an opposite action has been developed toward a trade liberalization 

in several agricultural trad~within the Mediterranean-area. -------- - -

Conflicts between the two policies become actual rather tha.ri 
hypothetical, al.so because they often reflected different• political 

and economic views within the E.E.C. members-themselves.- -

In the near future political as well economic influence:, of the 

E.E.C. policies on the Mediterranean agricultural trade nows could 

o:cly increase as consequence of the elll.argment·--t-o-Gre-ece,- -spain- and;- -- --- -

Portugal. 
) . -- ·---------·------- --------------

Mediterranean regions of the present Community cou1d not o?lly 

be preoccupied by such an institutional change, which wou1d imply'-

higher competitiveness for the candidate countries, but it cou1d 

also determine greater negative repercussions on the foreign trade 
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of the other countries of the Basin. 

Therefore we believe• that a structural a.n.alysis of the 

Mediterr~an trade flows wou1d require the study of the probable 

effects of the E.E.C. policies; that for suggesting ex post 

evamuation on which policy (either c.A.P. or agreements) has 

actually overcome the other, for analysing the way in which 

banefits have been allocated within the interested countries and 

finall.y for supplying a wider knowledge usefu1 to fomee future 

events.~. . 

Empirical resu1ts, obtained in particu1ar for France, Italy 

and Greece, Spain and Portugal. all toghether, have been deduced 

from an appropriate statistical and econometric-analysis. 

Briefly the following conclusion remarks can be made: 

i) Agricu1tura.1 Mediterranean trade seems to have been very much 

affected by the E.E.C. policies; but they have seldom brought 

about the expected benefits for its Medimterranean regions. 

ii) Trade e-ffects take the form of trade divertion. which in some 

cases benefits E.E.C. members (definitely for vegetables, 

perhaps for rice and partially for oilive oil) ( see also 

Pases-Paterno, 1978), in others benefits the G.Sp.P. group 

(certainJ.y for wine, sdmmer fruit and citrus fruit, perhaps 

in part for olive oil too). In one case (wheat) a TD in favour 

of non Mediterranean third countries is proved. 

Generally, by confining always the analysis to the typical 

products of the Mediterranean Basin, the other nations of the 

area (with the exclusion of G.Sp.P.) are the only countries to 

bave been negatively affected by the repercussions of the E.E.C. 

policies. 

iii)In particular economic analysis supports the hypothesis of an 

increasing competitiveness of candidate countries (i.e.G.Sp.P.), 

in E.E.C. markets themselves. At least in wine sector (Greece 

and Spain), in fresh fruit(Greece), in citrus fruit(Spain) and 
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perhaps in otlive oil sector net trade benefit estimates 

indicate:_· the predominance of the agreement effects on those 
--
created by the C.A.P • . 
Furthermore there is still evidence of a trade creation for 

wine sector in favour of G.Sp.P.,. which probably origillated 

in France. 

· iv) Within the E.E.c., benefits from trade creation are distributed 

between France (vegetables) and Italy (tobacco). 

v) Whil.e intra-E.E.C. economic effects of the Common Agricultural 

Policy- seem to bave widened the gap between continental and 

Mediterranean regions, by mostly' concentrating trade benefits 

in the former (Pasca-Paterno,1978), this article shows that the 

two member countries (France and Ital;r) have been negatively' 

affected in no more than two or three economic sectors of the 

seven taJ:ing into account. 

As a consequence of future E.E.C. enlargment to the most 
·- - ··-

competitive countries (at least Greece and Spain), further trade 

dive·rtion , and perhaps trade creation, in favour of the candidate 

mtions can be expected, even if it is now very difficult to foresee 
·-- -------. 

what.will be the ultimate net balance of the benefits. 

- --- ---·Neveetheless it can be said that: 

__ a) __ if" .the E.E.C intends to preserve the interests of its Mediterrane~ 

regions in the long term,. the enlargment policy- must be careful.ly 

. negociated in order to lessen the expected short term negative 

--effects, specia.J.J.y in the wine, fresh fruit and oi:fve oil sectors; 

b) if a certain trade equilibrium with the other Mediterranean 

countries has to be kept, in order to maintain economic as well 

as political order in the Basin, the E.E.C .•. wi11 have to "reinvent" 

-----a.11 its agreement policy for these countries to. find the way to 

compensate them for the inevitable negative effects which will 

-- follow the e:cl.argment. 
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Because of the conditioning role of the E.E.C. policies on 

the Mediterranean trade, which will be further increased as 

consequence of the en1argment, it then clear that a solution for 

a future trade equilibrium in this area cannot be reached without 

an overall co-ordination of the Common Agricu1tura.l Policy with 

the other external policies, such as the enlargment policy and the 

prefeaantial agreement policy for non me~ber Mediterranean countries. 
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~ (1,21)+ (5,31)lt (1, 94)"' (4,16)* (9,27)* (4,99)ll: (5,43)* (13,12)ll: (1,95)"' 

1~ -6,73 1,29 0,22 0,50 -2,68 1,10 0,70· 0,55 5,51. -0,01 0,42. 0,74 
( 1,04) + (1,31)+ (0, 15) (0,42) (1,90) 0 (1,26) + (2, 62)"' (0,01) (2,41)1\, 

Italie 
-19,83. 2,08 0,97' 0,65 -6,00 1,27 -0,30 0,60 -11,23 1,83. 0,02 o, 71 2ep 

. (2,20)1\, (3,48)* (1,16)+ (0,62) (1 ,67) 0 (0,62) (1,20)+ (2 ,24)1\, (0 ~ 11) 

!~ 3,38 0,46 0,93 0,29 3,81 _-0,07 -0,23 0,01 -1,51 O,59 -0,21 0,05 
(0,26) (0, 38) (0,75)+ (0 ,46) (0, 10) (0 ,24) (0,04) (0, 16) (0 ,06) 

GE P -17,45 3,00 -1,21 0,79 -21,32 2,37 0,84 0,94 -26,74 3,54 0,42 0,64 
,_ 

~ (3,42)"< (4,79)* (1,31)+ (4,54)* (9 ,49) * (1,08)+ (2,39)* (2,46)ll: (0 i 4~) :.1 

LEGUMES -9,98 1,61 0,40 0,95 · -,.4; 35 0,90 0,67 0,91 -:-12.,62 2.,02 -0,35 0 0 65 ====1££ (3,38)* (9,12)* (1,17)+ (1, 70) 0 (3', 32) ll: (2,69)!ie (1,58) 0 (2 ,88) it (0,26) 
France I ' 

~ '· -6,55 1,46. -0,05 0,40 -0,20 o, 75 O,23 0,86 -6,51 1- 8 37 -0,04 0 0 93 
:co,54) (1,88)"' (0,06) (0,11) (6,22)* (0, 75) + (3,69)!k (6, 92) !k (0,19) 
I 
' 

1~ 4,27 0,22 0,39 :0,32 10,3~ ! 0,29 ! -1,61 o, 71 I -1,80 0,47 0,94 0,59 
(1,24)+ (1,53) 0 (0,59) (2,88)* ' ( 1, 47) 0 : (2, 79) ll: (0,53) (1;67) 0 (1,50) 0 

Italie ' : ! 
0,97 , -0,42 0,91 -4,46 1,35 -0,55 0,87 2,38. 0 57 -0,24 0,78 ££ .0,37 I ! . , 

(0, 17) (6,91) !k i(l,86)0 (1,17)+ : (6,60)* ; (0,92)+: (1,95)"1 (4~78)* (O,25) 
; ' , ! I ' : 

1~ I j 
-5,46 0,21 5,22 o, 19 0,01 0,64 -10,94 0,66 2,32 0,89 1,49 0,27 I 

(6,84)!k (2 ,27)"1 : (O,O4) (3,28)* (5,25)ll: : (3,58)*; (0,24) (O,15) (0, 59) ' i 
GE P 

i -0 ,38 
i o, 14 :O,87 -30,26 2,66 1,86 O,77 

i 

2ep -2,76 , 1,22 0,93 -14,43 2,03 I 

(1, 77) 0 1 (9;47)i,; '(2,15)1\, (1,75) 0 . (3,93)"< : (0,16) (4, 19) * (4, 75) * (2,47)* 
' . .· i : ' 

l ' I ! 
N.B. Ent.~e paren-~heses f.:i,.gurent lies t-Student 

I I 
', ! 

I 

de sig~ificativite 
I 

+ ·: 70%; C 90%;"' 95%; * 97,5%. 
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I I I 1
1 

I J · ! 1 · . i le ! 
Coefficients de !regression des eguations de ,demande d'imeorta'.tion (1~ et 2 _12eriodesl_ 

I 
I 

(su'ite) 
. ( I 

Modeles\ (p~oj .. 

~· 

,, ·- l ;:= I, l ' i i ~ ! 
I l 1 ! I j I 

: . I I I I i 1· ' I . I ' 

C l E I ' F R A IN C E ' i :,: I 'T A iL I E ·:' : 

(destinations; bo 
I • II 

j j : 

bi b2 
1

• R
2 

1 
bo 

1 
, b1 \ b2 ! R2 bo : b1 l b2 R2 

I I ! i I i : : , perlodes) I 
VIN 
=== 

France 

Italie 

GE P 

TABAC ===== 

France 

Italie 

·11ep 

- e 
±....2. 

1

££ 
2ep 

. I 
1

££ 
2e I . ~I 

i 

, i I ·1 

I I / I 

14, 73' -0,53 I -0,06 1 0,47 
(3,93)* (1,63) 0 (0;66) 

-12,44 0,84. 2,43 
(2,87)* (2,02)~ (6,57)* 

-1,27 1,14 -0,06 
(8,06)* (38,36)~ (0,83)+ 

.. 0,20 -
(0,61) 

0,96 -0,02 
(19,21):1 (0,24) 

0,42 0,96 -0,12 
(2,32)* (57,2~:i (3,42)* 

4,45 0,24 
(4,05)* (0,70) 

0,23 
(0,42) 

0,94 

0,99 

0,99 

0,99 

0,70 

14,29 -0,79 -0,09 0,23 
(2 ,47) * (1,45) 0 (0 ,96) + ! 

0,89 
(0, 12) 

i 
1,57 -1,48 0,97 

(2,70)* CG,74)* I 

-0,96 1,14 -1,15 
(1,63) 0 (72,44)1 (0,79)+ 

0,25 
(0 ,57) 

0,93 -0,02 
(23,62)1 (0,47) 

0,99 

0,99 

. 0~09 
(0,15) 

0,97 -0,06 0,99 
(27,3Q:i (0,39)· 

3,12 0,27 0,51 0,53 
(1,26)+ (2,18)~ (0,70) 

-0, 11 
(0 ,01) 

-0, 78. 2 ,9~ 
(2~39)~ (1,13)+ 

-23,07. 2 0 16. 1 0 28 
(2,05)~ (2,48)~ (1,86) 0 

-2,35 .1,01 -0,11 
(1,70) 0 (3,18)* (0,35) 

-1 0 74 0 0 43 0,56 
(1,31)+ (0,60) 0 (0,90)+ 

0,54 

0,61 

0,93 

• I 

' 
I 
I 

G E'.P ,· 

b2 

12,47 -0,63. 0,64 
(1,71) 0 (2,12)~ (0,57) 

8,16 0,82 -1,39 
(1,48) 0 (2,87)* (2,55)* 

I ; 

i 

0,48 

0,82 

2,51 . 0,50 -0,19 0,86 
(1,23)+ (3,11)* (1,13)+ 

-22,54 2,40 1,37. 0,90 
(12,58)1: (4 0 19)* (1,95) 0 

2,50 
(0 ,62) 

I 
0,59: -0,03 j 0,29 

(11'80)~ (0,05) / 

8,00 · 0,13: 
! 

0,28: 0,46 !~ll 
2

e I 
P! 

:-j 
! 
I 

i i I (1,06){ (0,23) (0070)-11 

!;' : 1££1 
GE P i 

2
e l 

~1 
' l 

6,66 
c2· ,oo> ,., 

3,891 
(1,31)+ 

: 

0,01 
(0 ,09) 

0,63 
(3,07)* 

-:0, 11 I 0,03 
'(0,41)! / 

-o,~oj 0,0~ 
(2, 40) 1 ! 

i i i I ! I : I 

N.B. Ent;re paretjtheses figurent Iles t,:-studentj, de siJnificat$vite 
i I I I I i I 

! 
· 60, 15 : 
(15,0l:i 

i 
-84,62 I 
(3,39):ii 

+ : 

i 
-2,56: 

( 3, 79) !k 
I 

9 ,01 i 
(3,06)~ 

i 

-6,5ol 0,1s 
, I 

(1,43)-f! 

-2,51; 0,87 
(1043)-fi 

' 



nexe 
, i 

l l 
Modeles · (pro- I 

~i 5 

I bo (destinations ! 
• perio~es) j 

HUILE D'OLIVE ============ 

France 

Italie 

!££ 
~ 

!££ 
D?_ 

! 
I 

! . 
! 

-14,78 
(0,52) 0 

-1,66 
(0~33) 

-4,73 
(3,29)* 

19,93 
(0,86)+ 

C E E 

b1 ' I bz 
I 

! 
\ !. 

! I 

: 
' j 

o, 72 2,6?. 
(0, 74)+ (2, 11)"' 

1,17 -1,23 
(4,06)1{ ( 1, 42) + 

1,99 5,24 
(5,57)~ (2,60) 0 

0,52 -3,76 
(0,57) (1, 33) + 

N.B.! Entr~ 
I 

parent eses fi~urent 
I 

R2 

I 
! 

0,54 

0,79 

0,89 

0,·68 

i 

I 
I 
I 
I 

i 

I 
FRA 

bo b1 
I 
I 
I 
I ! I 

1,73 1,38 
( 2, 18) (3 ,08)* 

1,56. 1,76 
(2,11)1\o (5,64)* 

I 

! 

I 
I 
j 

I 

I I I 
N1 C E I ! I 

! I 

; 
IR2 i bz 
i 

I i 
' 

' i I 
I 

: 

-1,31 0,76 
(0,83)+ 

-7,48 0,86 
(3,36)!k 

' I ! 

I . I 
i 

l~s 
I 

i 
I 

t-~tuden t, i de 
I I 

signd.ficatiy~te 
I ' I 

i i 
i I 
I I ; 

iI TA L: IE 
I 
I i 

; i 

bo b1 ' bz I 
I I j 

: I. 

' ! 

' ' '. 

-18,25 0,79 3,38 
(1,70) 0 (0,80)+ (2,20)"' 

12,38 1,32 -3,89 
(1,86) 0 (5,85)~ (2 ,66) ~ 

i 
I 

1 · 

: I 

I 
I 

• I 
' ' 

i I 
I • I :+ 

I 

I 
70%:1 ° 

I 
90,%; '\, 

I I 

Ir, 
I 

' i 
; ,. 

' 

I R2 ' 

I 
I , 

0,62 

0,88 

l I 

' ' i 
95%; llE 

I 

I '' 
I 
i 
I G ; 
I 

' 
bo : b1 

I 

! ' 

97 ,5%;• 

I 
I 

(sui~e et fin) 

! ; 
i 

I I 

' ' I 
E f i 

; 

i 
! ! 
i bz i R2 
' I 

I 
: 

! : 




